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Comparative Analysis of Topologies to Integrate
Photovoltaic Sources in the Feeder Stations of
ac Railways
S. D’Arco, L. Piegari, Senior Member, IEEE, and P. Tricoli, Member, IEEE

he integration of renewable energy sources into railway
power systems has been so far relatively limited. However,
due to technological improvements and to the drastic reduction
of installation and operating costs, renewable energy sources
are expected to play a much more important role in future
railway electrification systems. Present trends indicate a steady
increase of the energy consumption of railways, primarily due
to growing traffic conditions and faster trains. This often leads
to the necessity of upgrading the railway power supply by
adding new connections to the high-voltage public grid, with
consequent technical challenges and high costs. The installation
of renewable energy sources in the proximity of railway feeder
stations could mitigate the impact on the public grid of the
higher power demand from the railway. Photovoltaic (PV)
panels are inherently suitable for railways integration, since
large spaces are normally available at the rooftop of stations,

trackside land and surrounding parking lots [1], [2]. Examples
of existing installations are a 390 kW roof-top photovoltaic
system at Tokyo station in 2011, a 78 kW photovoltaic system
with 240 kWh lithium-ion batteries at Hiraizumi station in 2012
both by East Japan Railways [3], and a 522.12 kW of solar
power generation capacity in Korea, including a 90.4 kW
rooftop photovoltaic system at Korail headquarters building[4].
The initial field trials proved that there is a strong potential for
future usage of PV as technology is continuously improving and
their cost is steadily decreasing. PV sources, with the support
of energy storage, could be also controlled to provide auxiliary
services to the grid, such as reactive power and harmonic
compensation [5], or to end-users, such as battery recharging of
electric vehicles [6]. With specific reference to railways, it has
been shown that a suitable control of PV sources and energy
storage can save energy and reduces running costs [7], [8], [9].
PV sources and energy storage operates typically at low voltage
dc and, hence, require power converters for the connection to
the railway electrification system, which instead is fed at either
25 kV ac at 50 Hz, 15 kV ac at 16.67 Hz or 3 kV dc. Several
connection schemes are technically feasible and it is not
obvious to determine the most effective and economical
configuration. The technical literature offers a few examples of
detailed studies of single configurations but lacks a comparative
analysis highlighting their relative advantages and drawbacks.
In the following, focus will be made on ac railways only, as they
are currently the most consolidated technology for the
electrification of mainline and high-speed railways [10], [11],
while medium voltage dc systems seem still far away from a
practical implementation [12]
In general, the design choices for the power supply
configurations should be aimed at improving the following
disadvantages and limitations of ac railways [13], [14]:
1) high voltage drops due to the requirement of single-end
feeding; single-end feeding is necessary to avoid that the
overhead line constitutes a parallel path for the public grid;
2) static imbalance, being trains single-phase loads connected
to a three-phase grid;
The first disadvantage can be mitigated by special traction
schemes using either booster transformers or auto-transformers
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Abstract— The increasing diffusion of renewable energy sources
in the power systems is likely to extend in the near future to power
supply of railways. This paper compares the technical and
economic benefits of several configurations with power electronics
converters for the integration of photovoltaic sources into the
railway power supply systems. For each of these configurations, a
design methodology is proposed for selecting the ratings of the
railway power supply components. The requirements for the
phase imbalance on the feeding transmission line are assumed in
accordance with current regulatory standards and, wherever
necessary, phase balancers are added. The design methodology is
applied to the power supply of a high-speed railway and the
configurations under study are numerically compared based on
their technical feasibility and economic cost, using the generation
capacity of the photovoltaic source as independent variable. The
analysis demonstrates that with a progressive integration of PV
sources into railway systems, the configurations with power
converters supplying the overhead lines could become more
beneficial than more classical solutions where the overhead line is
supplied via a transformer.
Index Terms— ac-ac converters, photovoltaic cells, railway
engineering, traction power supplies.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
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that enable feeding sections of length up to 20-30 km. However,
the sectioned overhead line strongly reduces the chances of
using the braking energy inside the railway. The second
disadvantage is normally addressed by either a special design
of traction transformers, like Scott of Leblanc types, or a special
connection, i.e. each feeding section is connected to a different
pair of phases of the public grid. Both methods achieve
adequate balancing only if the power absorbed by trains is the
same for all the feeding sections [15]. As in practice a residual
static imbalance of around 1% is always present, ac railways
needs to be connected to high-voltage grids, typically at 132 kV
or 400 kV, to minimise any distortion of the voltage caused by
the imbalance. The obvious drawback of this choice is the high
cost of connection and the difficulty in locating suitable
connection points. When the level of balancing required by the
grid operator is stricter, an additional phase balancer is needed
[16]. This solution has been adopted for high-speed lines in
Japan [17] and in China [18] and mainly consists of a static
converter that dynamically injects a negative sequence current
to compensate for the single-phase power drawn by the trains.
Due to the increasing diffusion of renewable sources and
reduction of power system’s inertia, it is expected that future
electric railways will not be allowed to introduce any imbalance
on the grid and, hence, in this analysis the presence of a phase
balancer will be considered strictly necessary.
The easiest and most obvious solution for integrating PV
sources is to connect them to the high-voltage busbars of the
transformers of railway feeder stations with no modifications
on the railway side. This configuration is assumed in this paper
as the baseline for the comparison of other four power
configurations with power converters to exploit the potential of
PV sources while addressing the shortcomings of ac railways.
The five configurations are first described with brief
considerations on their rationale. Moreover, a methodology is
established for determining the ratings of the main components
as power converters and transformers.
The methodology is then applied to a sample case of a highspeed railway and a technical and economic analysis is
numerically carried out to evaluate the capital cost of the
components and the electricity cost due to power losses [19].
Finally, based on the results of the numerical analysis, the paper
highlights the relative merits of each configuration and provides
recommendations for the design of railway power supplies with
integrated PV generation.
II. POWER CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE INTEGRATION OF PV
SOURCES IN RAILWAY SYSTEMS

This section introduces the five configurations with power
electronics converters for the integration of PV into the railway
electrification system. These configurations, shown in Fig. 1,
are selected to be functionally equivalent and present the
following common characteristics:
• a 25 kV, 50 Hz single-phase ac railway overhead line
supplied by feeder stations connected to a high-voltage
public grid at 132 kV;
• the railway is not allowed to introduce phase imbalance on
the transmission grid; this is guaranteed either by three-

2
phase power converters in the feeder stations or by extra
phase balancers;
• a PV source is located in the proximity of each railway
feeder station.
Fig. 1a shows the baseline configuration “a”, which assumes
that the single-phase transformer, the PV source, and the phase
balancer are all connected in parallel to the high-voltage bus
bars [20]. The phase balancer is rated for few kV and consists
of a three-phase converter and a three-phase transformer in
accordance with the limits of semiconductor devices currently
available on the market [21] and the typical 3-level converter
topology for high-power applications [22],[23]. In general, one
phase balancer could suffice for three adjacent feeder stations
and, thus, a phase balancer with one third of the power rating is
assumed in each feeder station. The PV generator operates at
lower voltage (around 1 kV) and is connected to the grid with a
three-phase inverter and transformer.
The configuration “b” (in Fig. 1b) proposed by the authors,
is derived from the configuration a by merging together the
converters and the transformers of the phase balancer and the
PV source. Thus, the PV generator is connected to the dc circuit
of the phase balancer with a dc-dc boost converter to adapt the
voltage and enable the maximum power point tracking control.
In the third configuration, “c”, also proposed by the authors
(Fig. 1c), the PV generator is connected to the overhead line via
a single-phase inverter operating at low voltage and a singlephase transformer to step up the voltage to 25 kV. The phase
balancer is independently connected to the grid via a threephase transformer as in Fig. 1a.
In the remaining two configurations, the railway power
supply, the PV generator, and the phase balancer are merged
together with a multiple-input static converter [24]. The most
important difference from the previous configurations is that
the sectioning of the railway overhead line is no longer needed
and the railway can be supplied simultaneously from several
feeder stations. In the configuration “d” (Fig. 1d) the ac-dc
input stage of the converter is a bidirectional three-phase active
rectifier, while in the configuration “e” (Fig. 1e) it is a
unidirectional diode rectifier. As a direct implication of the
diode rectifier in the fifth configuration, there is no need of a
special control to avoid recirculation of power between the
three-phase grid and the railway. However, this scheme
requires an extra energy buffer to absorb the excess energy
generated by the PV and train braking if there is insufficient
demand on the railway line. Thus, the configuration includes an
additional storage unit connected to the dc-bus via a second
bi-directional boost dc-dc converter. The energy storage could
be added also to the configuration d, which would also be
equivalent of replacing the diode rectifier with a bi-directional
converter as in configuration e. However, this additional
topology would increase the cost with only a marginal benefit
for the entire system, as the electricity surplus from the PV
could be directly transferred to the grid, making the energy
storage redundant. For this reason, this configuration has not
been included in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Connection schemes for integration of PV to railway feeder stations considered in this study

III. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE
PROPOSED CONFIGURATIONS

This section presents the fundamental steps of the design

methodology for determining the ratings of the components for
the five configurations previously described. The design is
reported separately for each configuration in a dedicated
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subsection, except for the parts common to all configurations
that are presented together at the beginning. For a fair cost
comparison, the different configurations are designed to offer
equivalent performance for the railway and the grid. Moreover,
power losses are assumed to have a negligible effect on the
power ratings and, hence, they are taken into account only for
calculating operating costs.
In the following, it is assumed that the instantaneous train
power, Ptr(t), and the instantaneous power generated by the PV,
Ppv(t), are given as inputs for the design. The rated power PCx,n
of a converter Cx, is determined on the basis on the maximum
instantaneous power, as converters have a limited overloading
capability. Transformers allow instead temporary overloading,
with a typical thermal time constant of about 60 minutes and a
peak power of about 300% of the nominal power for a few
seconds. Therefore, the rated power PTx,n of a transformer Tx,
has been calculated as the maximum between the highest
average power over any time interval of 60 minutes and a third
of the peak power. This leads to:
PCx , n = max  PCx ( t ) 

(

)


(1)
max PTx ( t ) 

PTx , n = max   PTx ( t ) dt ,
3
 60 min



where PCx(t) and PTx(t) are the instantaneous powers of
converter Cx and transformer Tx, respectively.
As Fig. 1 shows, all the configurations include a single-phase
traction transformer for the overhead line, Ttr. Additionally, for
all the configurations but configuration c, the power to the
railway is fed entirely by Ttr and, hence:
PT ( t ) = Ptr ( t ) .
(2)
tr

Similarly, the instantaneous power generated by the PV is
equal to the power of the converter PCPV interfacing the PV
panels and, therefore:
PCPV ( t ) = PPV ( t ) .
(3)
Moreover, it is assumed that the conversion efficiency is
independent on the power rating and that the power losses are
the sum of a constant term and a term proportional to the power
squared. This is because power losses are proportional to the
square of the current and the voltage is approximately constant
and, thus, power and current are proportional. Therefore, for the
power losses of each component of the system, either a
transformer or a converter, the following simplified model is
assumed [25]:
2

 Px ( t )  


(4)
Ploss. x = k0, x + k1, x 
  Px , n .
Px, n  





where k0,x and k1,x are constants depending on the specific
converter or transformer. Equation (4) shows that power losses
increase quadratically with the per-unit power and are assumed
proportional to the power rating of converters or transformers
for the same per-unit power.
The cost of each electrical component is modelled for both
transformers and converters as the sum of a fixed cost and a cost
linearly increasing with the power rating:

Cx = c0, x + c1, x Px,n ,

(5)

where c0,x and c1,x are constants depending on the specific
converter or transformer.
A. Design of configuration a
With reference to configuration a, the entire photovoltaic
power flows through the transformer Tpv, and therefore the two
powers are equal when neglecting the power losses:
(6)
PT ( t ) = Ppv ( t ) .
pv

In this configuration the overhead line is connected to the
grid via a single-phase transformer and the adjacent sections are
connected to different phases of the grid, so that the system is
balanced every three feeder stations. Thus, if the load is equal
for three consecutive feeder stations, the grid would not be
affected by any imbalance. In practice this condition does not
happen and a phase balancer is required. In the worst-case
scenario, only one feeder station is loaded with a power Ptr,
leading to the maximum imbalance to be compensated for. For
this condition, the rated power of each phase balancer is equal
to Ptr/3, as it has been assumed one phase balancer per feeder
station. Assuming identical phase balancers for each feeder
station the power of the converter of the phase balancer is:
PCb ( t ) = PTb ( t ) =

Ptr ( t )
3

(7)

as the power of the phase balancer flows entirely through the
converter Cb and the transformer Tb.
B. Design of configuration b
For this configuration, the converter Cb operates both as a
phase balancer and as the interface for the PV source. The entire
power flows through the three-phase transformer connecting
the converter Cb to the grid. Thus, the powers of the converter
Cb and the transformer Tg are given by:
P (t ) 

PTg ( t ) = PCb ( t ) = max  Ppv ( t ) , tr 
(8)
3 

C. Design of configuration c
For this configuration, the transformer Tpv is directly
connected to the PV source and, hence:
(9)
PT ( t ) = Ppv ( t ) .
pv

The difference between the train power and the PV
generation flows across the transformer Ttr:
PTtr ( t ) = Ptr ( t ) − Ppv ( t ) .
(10)
The power of the converter of the phase balancer can be
calculated as it has been done for configuration a. Indeed, the
two configurations are conceptually identical, except that the
power of Cb and Tb are respectively:
1
(11)
PCb ( t ) = PTb ( t ) =  Ptr ( t ) − Ppv ( t )  .
3
As in (11) the PV generation is variable during the day and
the system must operate also when there is no sun, it is assumed
Ppv = 0 for the design of Cb and Tb.
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D. Design of configuration d
For this configuration, the entire train load flows through the
single-phase converter Ctr and, thus:
PCtr ( t ) = Ptr ( t ) .
(12)
The three-phase converter Cg processes the power exchanged
with the grid, which is equal to the difference between the
power of the train load and the power generated by the PV unit:
PCg ( t ) = Ptr ( t ) − Ppv ( t ) .
(13)
Due to variability of the photovoltaic generation, the
converter Cg and the transformer Tg transmit either the entire
traction power Ptr in case of no PV generation, or the entire PV
power Ppv in case of no traction load, or the difference between
the two powers for all the other cases. Therefore, the power
ratings of Cg and Tg are calculated as follows:
PCg ( t ) = PTg ( t ) = max  Ptr ( t ) , Ppv ( t ) , Ptr ( t ) − Ppv ( t )  . (14)


E. Design of configuration e
For this configuration, the converter Cg is a diode rectifier
and the power flows from the grid to the railway only. As the
power of this converter is always positive and equal to the
difference between the traction load and the sum of the PV
generation and the battery power, it is possible to write the
following equation:
(15)
PC = max  Ptr ( t ) , Ptr ( t ) − Ppv ( t ) − Pb ( t ) , 0  .
g

As in the previous case, the power of converter Cg is chosen
without considering the contributions of the PV and the battery
to ensure that the system is working also with no sun and an
empty battery, so the design equation is:

PCg = max  Ptr ( t ) ,0 .

(16)

In order to design the converter of the battery Cb, it is
necessary first to decide a control strategy for the battery itself.
The main goal of the battery is to store all the PV energy surplus
not used by the trains. For this reason, to minimise the storage
capacity, the battery is charged only when the PV power is
higher than the train power. Otherwise, the battery is discharged
up to its rated current. For this reason, the converter of the
battery is designed according to the following equation:

(

)

PCb ( t ) = max  Ppv ( t ) − Ptr ( t ) ,0 .
(17)
There could be situations where the PV could generate a
surplus that cannot be stored in the battery or used by the trains.
It should be noted that this does not represent an issue as the
MPPT control of the PV converter would stop generation by
sensing the increase of the common dc bus voltage. Also, the
railway electrification system is not affected by faults of the
battery and/or the PV source, as the power to the trains can be
entirely supplied by the converters Cg and Ctr.
IV. CASE STUDY
The configurations presented in section II have been
compared for a sample case study of a high-speed railway fed
at 2x25 kV, 50 Hz considering only the cost of the electrical
components. This is because the costs of project management
and civil construction, which represent a significant share of the

total cost of a feeder station, are uniquely related to the specific
location and, hence, almost independent on the particular
choice of the electrical configuration. Moreover, there is a
limited number of existing locations where PV sources have
been directly integrated with railway systems and mainly for
research trials. Their costs are not representative of commercial
products and, hence, are not considered in this paper.
The different arrangement of the railway electrification
system of the five configuration has an implication on the
distance between the feeder stations. In configurations a, b and
c, the line is directly fed by a single-phase transformer and the
feeding sections are electrically isolated to avoid
phase-to-phase short circuits. Thus, the distance between two
consecutive feeding stations is calculated from the maximum
voltage drop allowed on the line which is given by the line
impedance and the train power. By contrast, in configurations d
and e the line is fed simultaneously from all the feeder stations.
This effectively reduces by half the number of feeder stations
required when the maximum voltage drop on the line is the
same, which has been taken into account in the calculation of
costs.
The case study assumes the presence of a PV generation at
each feeder station with simplified profiles for the power
demand of the trains. More specifically, the same PV power has
been assumed for all the feeder station using the annual sun
irradiation of an Italian site [26] scaled on the basis of the
maximum installed PV power. Three scenarios have been
evaluated for each configuration:1 MW, 7.5 MW and 15 MW
of installed PV power for a, b, and c and 2 MW, 15 MW and
30 MW for the d and e to take into account the different number
of feeder stations.
The diagram of the load power demand for each feeder
station is shown in Fig. 2a for configurations a, b and c, and in
Fig. 2b for configurations d and e. The power demand assumes
trains travelling between 8:00 and 21:00 with a headway of 10
minutes during peak hours (8:00-10:00 and 15:00-18:00) and of
15 minutes otherwise. Trains travelling in opposite directions
are assumed with the same daily frequency but with a departing
time delayed by 3 minutes. The power drawn by the trains
depends on their speed and acceleration but usually high speed
trains travel at maximum cruising speed and draw a constant
power equal to the rated one [27]. Taking into account that the
focus of this paper is to design the feeder station components
and that the railway must correctly operate in the worst-case
scenario, each train is modelled as a constant 10 MW load
travelling on the line at a maximum speed of 300 km/h. This
means that the distance between the trains is 50 km at peak time
and 75 km at off-peak time. The maximum distance between
two feeder stations is based on a minimum line voltage of
19 kV, as indicated by EU standard EN 50163 and the line
impedance is assumed equal to 516 mΩ/km. That means that
the distance between the feeder stations is approximately 22 km
for configurations a, b and c, and approximately 44 km for
configurations d and e. For the assumed scheduled timetable,
there is a maximum of 2 trains simultaneously present in the
same section for all the configurations.
Figure 2 shows the daily power diagram supplied by a feeder
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(a)
Fig. 2. Diagrams of the daily power of each feeder station: a) configurations a, b and c; b) configurations d and e.

station with a data point every minute. In particular, Fig. 2a
refers to configurations a, b and c while Fig. 2b refers to
configurations d and e. For configurations a, b and c each feeder
station feeds entirely the trains located within its feeding
section. For the assumed scheduled timetable, a maximum of
two trains are simultaneously present in the same feeding
section and the diagram of the power changes with steps of
10 MW, i.e. 0 MW when there are no trains, 10 MW when there
is one train and 20 MW when there are two trains. Hence, the
maximum power of a feeder station is 20 MW. For
configurations d and e, each section is supplied by two feeder
stations. The power for each train (10 MW) is supplied by the
nearest two feeder stations inversely proportional to their
distance from the train. Therefore, the power of a feeder station
increases when the train is travelling towards it, reaches the
maximum when the train is at the feeder station and decreases
when the train moves away from it.
In configuration e, the rated power of the battery is the
difference between the traction and the PV powers. Since the
battery control system aims at storing all the surplus energy
generated by the PV, the excess energy is stored in the battery
when the generated power is higher than the power drawn by
the railway. When the train power is instead higher than the
generated power, the battery is discharged up to its nominal
power. The total energy of the battery can be calculated by
simulating the operations of the railway over one working day,
assuming a maximum depth of discharge of the battery equal
80% to ensure the expected lifetime. The data used for the
numerical simulations are reported in Table I.
TABLE I. MAIN DATA USED FOR THE SIMULATIONS

Single-phase transformer
Three-phase transformer
Single-phase dc/ac converter
Three-phase dc/ac converter
dc/dc converter
Diode bridge rectifier

k0
[p.u].
0.0015
0.0015
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

k1
[p.u.]
0.003
0.003
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015

c0
c1
[k€] [k€/MW]
5
12.5
5
10
25
100
25
67
25
33
0
1

The specific cost of the battery has been chosen equal to
150 k€/MWh, while the price of electrical energy has been set
at 0.1 k€/MWh. In the numerical analysis, the installation costs
and the costs associated to energy losses per km of line for the

(b)

five configurations are displayed in Fig. 3. It is worth noting
that when the total line length increases, the cost functions
present a discontinuity when an extra feeder station is necessary
to keep the maximum voltage drop within the given limit. The
effect of the discontinuity is smoothed out for longer lines,
because the total cost of the electrification increases with the
line length, while the cost of one extra station remains the same.
For a PV source of 2 MW, the railway power demand is always
higher than the PV power. In particular, the power losses of
configurations d and e are equal, since the same power is
supplied by the same number of converters and the efficiency
coefficients in (5) are all equal (corresponding to 98%
efficiency at rated power).
With reference to capital cost, configuration d is significantly
more expensive than the others because of the high cost of the
bidirectional ac/dc converter CG that has to supply the entire
traction power. When instead the power of PV is substantial (15
or 30 MW), the cost of the PV converter increases for all the
configurations and, hence, the cost of CG for configuration d is
comparable with the others. The capital cost of configuration e
is significantly higher than the others for the large capacity of
the battery.
With reference to the energy costs, configurations d and e are
the most expensive, because of the power losses of converters
CG and Ctr, which are less efficient than transformers. The two
costs are nearly the same when PV are 2 MW, because the train
power is always higher than the PV power and the energy stored
by the battery is very small. For higher PV powers, the power
losses of these configurations do not increase significantly, as
the PV source is integrated in the railway power supply and
there is no need for phase balancers. For the other
configurations, instead, the powers of the PV converters and the
phase balancers increase and so do the power losses. As a
subsequent step for the comparison, the length of the line has
been set to 400 km and the total costs of the five configurations
have been analysed over the years of operation, adding up
together the installation and energy losses costs of Fig. 3.
Assuming a life time of 20 years for the main components of
the electrification system, the results are reported in Fig. 4. It
can be noticed that the configuration with minimum cost
depends on the rating of the PV source. For this reason, the total
costs have been analysed as a function of the installed PV power
and the results are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Capital cost and annual energy losses cost per line km and for different installed PV powers

Among a, b, and c, configuration c is preferable for a small
PV power, since the power is injected directly into the
single-phase grid. As a consequence, the power to be
compensated for by the phase balancer is limited and the PV
power converter cost is lower, being a single-phase converter.
When the size of the PV is higher than the traction power, the
phase balancer compensates also the power injected into the
grid and, hence, configuration c becomes less convenient than
the other two. In the comparison between a and b for low PV
power, b is preferable because the PV power can be injected
using the phase balancer converter reducing the total cost. For
high PV power, the cost of the phase balancer converter
increases and b becomes more expensive than a. For
configurations d and e, it is possible to conclude that
configuration e is less expensive until the power generated by
the PV is lower than the power of the trains, since it uses a diode
converter. However, when the PV power increases, the cost of
the energy storage becomes dominant and, hence, configuration

d is more economical because it can directly transfer the excess
power to the grid.
The five configurations present also different costs and
different number of substations for the same railway and PV
power. In particular, schemes a, b and c have a number of
substations that is double than that of schemes d and e. To take
into account this difference, we have defined a cost per
equivalent substation considering only half of the substations
for schemes d and e. Fig. 6 shows the variation of this cost as a
function of the installed PV power and it results that, if the
installed PV power is lower than the power of each feeder
station (i.e. around 20 MW), configuration e has the lowest
cost. Otherwise, due to the need of a larger battery, the cost of
configuration e increases significantly, as confirmed by Fig. 7.
For high PV power, configuration d has the lowest cost,
suggesting the economic convenience of replacing single-phase
transformers with power converters.
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Fig. 4. Total cost as sum of the components and energy losses costs versus years of operation for different values of installed PV power

Fig. 5. Total cost of the electrification system after 20 years as a function of the installed PV power

Fig. 6. Comparison of the proposed configurations in term of costs per
equivalent feeder station

Fig. 7. Battery size versus PV power installed per feeder station

In order to better understand why the capacity of the battery
increases significantly when the PV power is above 15 MW, the
diagrams of the traction load, the PV power and the battery
energy are reported in Fig. 8 for two values of installed PV
powers of 15 MW and 25 MW, respectively. In particular, Fig.

8a refers refer to three summer days, i.e. 8th, 9th and 10th of June,
while Fig. 8b refers to three winter days, i.e. 18th, 19th and 20th
of December. Fig. 8a shows that, for the case of 15 MW of
installed PV power, the PV power is always lower than the
traction load and, due to the very limited surplus of energy
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generated, the size and the cost of the battery is very small.
Instead, for the case of 25 MW of installed PV power, the PV
power is often higher than the traction load, so the battery has
to store a large surplus of energy generated by the PV that is not
consumed by the load. Fig. 8b shows that, during winter, the
PV power is always lower than the railway power and the
battery is not used at all.

traction are generally more expensive than those with
transformers unless a significant photovoltaic generation is
installed. Therefore, it is expected that they will become the
configuration of choice when in the future a higher proportion
of renewable power sources will be used to supply the
electrified lines of the railways.
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